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This paper presents an intelligent system for event-triggered video recording for smart home applica-
tions. Video recording is triggered through a collaborative sensing strategy. PIR motion detectors are used
for both directing the master wireless IP-camera for recording in a specific direction in the entrance hall
or initiating other wireless IP-cameras for recording inside the rooms. An activated wireless camera starts
video recording only during a targeted motion interval. Motion detection for initiation of the recording
process is based on an enhanced Multi-Scale Structural Similarity detection technique. RFID tags are used
in all rooms to identify persons entering these rooms. When the moving object shifts to another location
at home, the local PIR sends a signal to the Gateway which initiates another video camera. Sensors col-
laborate for identification of the area to be monitored and the events which are to be recorded. The pro-
posed system helps cover all smart home areas, save the required storage space and speeds-up video
event analysis.
� 2016 Ain Shams University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under

the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Cost minimization and target tracking facilitation are the major
benefits of optimal sensor localization in smart homes. The Smart
Home Management System (SHMS) needs to know the location
of the different sensor nodes within the home in order to speed
up the processing of data and to minimize the cost of system oper-
ation. In smart homes, fixed location or mobile sensor stations
could be used.

Smart homes should have intelligent systems which could
observe the events which occur 24 h/7 days. Recording and analy-
sis of such events put a huge burden on the computational plat-
forms and need huge amounts of storage space. To reduce both
the computational and storage costs and speed-up event analysis,
intelligent surveillance systems are badly needed. Fig. 1 shows
the layout of an event-triggered video recording system which
forms a key component of SHMS.

Here, we describe an intelligent event-triggered video recording
system which couples a set of passive infrared detectors (PIRs),
wireless IP cameras, RFID tags with an Arduino based gateway
(Fig. 2). PIRs enable the detection of moving objects, in order to
direct the suitable camera towards the moving target. A Multi-
Scale Structural Similarity (MS-SSIM) algorithm is then used for
motion detection in its view window. Power saving is also con-
trolled by a PIR sensor. The system is turned-on upon motion
detection using a PIR.

A gateway (Fig. 3) acts as an anchor device which controls the
activation of the wireless webcams adaptively according to the
activities of smart home inhabitants. For example, the first web-
cam (WC) located at the entrance hall starts recording the activity
of an entering inhabitant. Once the inhabitant disappears from the
FOV of the WC, the gateway (Anchor device-Arduino board with
wireless connectivity) initiates a second WC based on a PIR based
Motion Detection Module (MDM) signal received from the new
inhabitant location which lies outside the coverage area of the fist
WC (Fig. 4).

Motion detectors in smart home could be classified into types:
Wireless cameras and Passive Infra-red (PIR) detectors. The PIR
motion detection module is shown in Fig. 4. The module includes
the binary mode PIR sensor, a wireless communication module
and a control board based on ATMEL 8, microcontroller. The mod-
ule is powered by a chargeable battery. The MDMs are allocated at
important entries in the smart home like the doors of home, rooms,
kitchen and bath room.

Fig. 2 shows the MDMs distribution in an experimental home.
MDMs are placed in all places where inhabitants frequently move.
PIR data is wirelessly transmitted from MDM to the Arduino based
ity. Ain
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Figure 1. System layout.

Figure 2. Sensor distribution within the smart home.
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Table 1
Comparison between motion detection methods.

Reference Motion detection
method

Description, advantages and limitations

[1–4] Background
subtraction (BS)

Description: each frame in a video sequence
is compared with a reference background
image
Limitations: using a static reference image
is not always accurate
Light or illumination changes and small
structural changes highly affect detection
results
Sensitivity to local illumination changes
such as shadows and highlights
Sensitivity to global illumination changes
Noise effect needs filtering
Background interruption needs
morphological filtering
Very sensitive to the changes in the external
environment and has poor anti-
interference ability
Advantages: simple processing
Provide complete object information in the
case of known background
Moderate accuracy and processing time
Using dynamic template matching for
reference image extraction results better
detection accuracy

[5,6,19] Optical flow (OF) Description: motion of corresponding pixels
in consecutive frames is calculated
Limitations: high computation overhead
High sensitivity to noise, poor anti-noise
performance, make it not suitable for real-
time demanding occasions
Requires additional hardware to support the
performance
Advantages: provide direction information
Has moderate accuracy

[3,7] Sum of absolute
differences (SAD)

Description: Calculates the sum of absolute
differences of gray/color levels of
corresponding pixels in consecutive frames
Limitations: sensitivity to light and
structural changes
Less detection accuracy
Advantages: Less processing
Simple and easy to implement processing

[3,7,8] Frame difference Description: Frames at times t and t � 1 are
compared
Advantages: simple and easy to implement
processing
Less detection accuracy
Low to moderate processing
High accuracy

[3,7] Double
differences

Description: frames at times t and t – 1 and
frames at times t � 1 and t � 2 are
compared
Limitations: Sensitivity to light and
structural changes
Advantages: moderate detection accuracy

[9–12] Combined
methods

Description: the temporal differencing
method, optical flow method and double
background filtering (DBF) method and
morphological processing methods are
combined to achieve better performance
Advantages: high accuracy
Limitations: high computation overhead

This
paper

MSSIM Advantages: adaptive
Less sensitive to structural, illumination or
contrast change
More accurate [18]
Limitations: Slow at larger number of scales

Figure 4. PIR based Motion Detection Module (MDM).

Figure 3. Gateway (Arduino Board).
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gateway through a wireless access point. A Smart Home Server
(SHS) is connected wirelessly with the Arduino Gateway. The sen-
sory data received from sensors are processed for decision making.
Detected motion initiates the wireless camera for video event
detection to save storage and processing cost.

2. Related work

Table 1 summarizes the most widely used motion detection
methods and highlights the limitations and advantages of each
method.

3. A cooperative sensor activation (CSA) algorithm

Multiple sensors (Wireless cams and PIRs) cooperate through
the central Smart Home Gateway (SHG) to ensure complete cover-
age of the monitored Smart Home Area (SHA):

1. The main camera at home entrance is activated by system start
or by a PIR detecting a motion and the camera starts recording
upon motion detection. Moving object is tracked and video is
recorded as long as a motion is detected.

2. Once the moving object disappears from the viewing field of the
main camera, the next camera is activated based on the active
PIR’s location.

3. Tracking continues and repeats.

4. SSIM AND MS-SSIM based motion detection

The most widely used metrics for measuring image quality are
the Mean-Square Error (MSE) and the Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR). Structural Similarity Index (SSI) is a new powerful quality
Please cite this article in press as: Abbas Khalaf H et al. Event triggered intelli
Shams Eng J (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2016.10.001
metric which is based on the characteristics of the Human Visual
System (HVS) in contrary to MSE and PSNR. Fig. 5 shows the dia-
gram of SSMS which is based on modeling of image luminance,
contrast and structure [13,14].
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Figure 5. Structure Similarity Measurement System (SSMS) [15,16].

Figure 6. Architecture of the MS-SIM based motion detection system [16].
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The SSI is defined in [13] as:

SSIðx; yÞ ¼ ð2lxly þ C1Þð2rxy þ C2Þ
l2

x þ l2
y þ C1

� �
r2

x þ r2
y þ C2

� � ð1Þ

where lx, ly,rx, and ry are the means and standard deviations of
both the original and reference images respectively and C1 and C2
are constants. The three models considered in building the similar-
ity index between the two images x and y are given by [13]:

Luminance : lðx; yÞ ¼ 2lxly þ C1

l2
x þ l2

y þ C1
; ð2Þ

Contrast : cðx; yÞ ¼ 2rxry þ C2

r2
x þ r2

y þ C2
; ð3Þ

Structure : sðx; yÞ ¼ rxy þ C3

rxry þ C3
; ð4Þ

where lx, r2
x , and rxy the mean of x, the variance of x, and the

covariance of x and y respectively, while C1, C2, and C3 are con-

stants given by C1 ¼ ðK1LÞ2, C2 ¼ ðK2LÞ2, and C3 ¼ C2=2. L is the
dynamic range for the sample data, i.e. L = 255 for 8 bit gray level
image and K1 << 1 and K2 << 1 are two scalar constants. Given the
above measures the structural similarity can be computed in [13] as

SSIMðx; yÞ ¼ ½lðx; yÞ�a � ½cðx; yÞ�b � ½sðx; yÞ�c ð5Þ
where a, b, and c define the weight given to each model. Fig. 6
shows the architecture of a motion detection system that is based
on the SSI.

The MS-SSIM quality metric, computes quality metrics at vari-
ous scales, and combines them using according to the following
equation [13]:
Please cite this article in press as: Abbas Khalaf H et al. Event triggered intelli
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MSSSIMðx; yÞ ¼ ½lMðx; yÞ�aM �
YM
j¼1

½cjðx; yÞ�bj � ½sjðx; yÞ�cj ð6Þ

where M corresponds to the lowest resolution (i.e. the times of
down samplings performed to reduce the image resolution), while
j = 1 corresponds the original resolution of the image. The architec-
ture of the motion detection system is shown in Fig. 3. Since the
performance of the motion detection systems relies heavily on the
distance between the vision system and the acquired scene, resolu-
tion of the analyzed video has a significant impact on motion detec-
tion results. The interaction between defect size and image
resolution is also an important factor. Therefore, using the MS-
SSIM metric renders itself a good adaptive measure for motion
detection. Fig. 6 presents the architecture of a novel system for
motion detection based on the Multi-scale Structural Similarity
Index [15], where frames are progressively low pass filtered (LPF)
and downscaled (DS).

5. Adaptive thresholding for triggering motion recording

Estimation of the appropriate threshold level for the SSI test is
very critical to the success of the presented motion detection sys-
tem. The system is configured to work for a specific environment
by adaptively calculating the motion detection threshold based
on the difference between two successive frames. During the con-
figuration phase, the average similarity index of N = 100 pairs of
two-successive frames is calculated together with the standard
deviation. Then the similarity threshold is calculated according to
the following equation:

h ¼ l� 3r ð7Þ
gent video recording system using MS-SSIM for smart home security. Ain
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Capture the successive frame f (t+1)

Capture the current frame ft

Initialize the main Camera and get the 
average threshold θ

Apply MS-SSI on both ft and f (t+1)

<θ
Motion 

Detec�on Alarm

Yes

Figure 7. The MS-SSIM Based Motion Detection system.

Figure 9. MS-SSIM index variation in a Motion Case.
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l ¼
PN

i¼1MSSIMi

N
ð8Þ

r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN

i¼1ðMSSIMi � lÞ2
N � 1

s
ð9Þ

During the implementation phase, if the similarity of two suc-
cessive video frames is lower than h, motion is detected and
recording starts until the similarity exceeds the threshold.

6. Enhanced multi-scale structural similarity index based
motion detection algorithm

In [17], MS-SIM has been used for motion detection in videos
and its performance has been evaluated. Evaluation results showed
that the MS-SIM based method outperformed the well-known
motion detection techniques. Motion detection accuracy ranges
between 0.985 and 0.995 in most experiments. The major advan-
tages of the presented approach in [17] are: the higher motion
detection accuracy and the fast processing speed. The problem
Figure 8. MS-SSIM index variation i
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which faces this method is the selection of the suitable threshold
limit. In this paper, Section 5 introduced an adaptive method for
threshold selection. In [17], a fixed threshold level has been used
for the MS-SSIM based motion detection, which is very critical to
the success of the presented detection system. The adaptive
threshold selection presented in Section 5 solves this problem.

Define the size [NR � NC pixels] of each frame in the video
sequenceacquiredby the camera,whereNR is thevertical resolution
and NC is horizontal resolution. Apply the following steps (Fig. 7):

1. Identify the adaptive threshold h of the SSI’s according to Sec-
tion 5 in a still-stand acquired video sequence of 100 frames.

2. Calculate the MS-SSIM index of each two successive frames.
3. Repeat.

If

MS-SSIM > h start video recording
else

4. Stop video recording.

7. Performance evaluation

The performance of the MS-SMIM based motion detection
algorithm has been evaluated by one of the authors in [17] by
n a motion free video segment.

gent video recording system using MS-SSIM for smart home security. Ain
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Table 2
Comparison between fixed and adaptive threshold results.

Fixed Adaptive

h Motion segment
size

Number of recorded
segments

h Size

0.95 0.0 0 0.984 3.2 MB
0.96 0.0 0
0.97 1.39 MB 2
0.98 2.42 MB 1
0.99 2.57 MB 1

Figure 10. Autocorrelation of MS-SSIM index values for both motion and motion free cases.
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comparison with the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) in three
main aspects: the memory requirements, computation time com-
plexity and the accuracy. It has been shown that the proposed
method which is based on the MS-SSIM requires less than 5 float-
ing point operations for processing each pixel in a video frame,
which implies less storage than the GMM-based method.

It has also been shown that the MS-SSIM is faster than the first
stage of the GMM-based method, which clearly emphasizes the
efficiency of the proposed method. The detection performance
has been shown to excel that of GMM. The MS-SIM method pro-
vides very high specificity, accuracy and precision in the detection
with a higher sensitivity and lower false rates in comparison with
the GMM [17].
8. Results and discussion

Figs. 8 and 9 shows the variation of MS-SSIM index over time in
the case of a motion free and motion cases in the smart home. To
start event triggered recording based on the MS-SSIM index, a
threshold value of MS-SSIM is adaptively calculated using Eq. (7)
of Section 5. Fig. 5 shows small variations in the values of MS-
SSIM index in a set of motion free video segment. The variation
of the index results from slight change from one frame to the next
as a result of light oscillation or non-significant shadows from
outside.

Fig. 9 shows the case of large decrease in the MS-SSIM index
values as a result of motion captured by the video camera.

The autocorrelation (ACF) of a recorded sequence of MS-SSIM
index values is compared for motion and motion free cases. The
Autocorrelation function RðsÞ for N samples of the MS-SSIM index
is calculated according to the following formula [18]:
Please cite this article in press as: Abbas Khalaf H et al. Event triggered intelli
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RðsÞ ¼ 1
N � s

XN�s�1

i¼0

ðxðiÞxðiþ sÞÞ ð10Þ

Fig. 8 shows that the MS-SSIM index values are highly correlated in
the case of a motion free video sequence and will show abrupt drop
in the case of motion. Based on the data set of Fig. 10, the average
MS-SSIM = 0.9826 and standard deviation = 0.0013 resulted in a
threshold limit of MS-SSIM = 0.9786 according to Eq. (7). Table 2
shows the effect of thresholding approach on the system perfor-
mance. It could be seen that a fixed threshold needs trial and error
to specify a reasonable value and is mostly is not suitable for.
9. Conclusion

An intelligent system for automated video recording in smart
homes is presented. We believe that the proposed sensor - collab-
oration strategy implemented in this paper together with motion
detection activated recording presents many interesting opportu-
nities for low-cost home security monitoring. The MS-SSIM
resulted in a highly accurate event detection system. The event
triggered video recording saves huge amounts of storage space
and simplifies further video analysis. Future work will ensure the
security of the system against hacking and intrusion.
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